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Welcome
We are delighted to welcome you to the third annual Rolls-Royce Engineering 
Doctorate Conference, bringing together researchers across industry and 
academia to celebrate the impact of EngDs on industry. 

The purpose of this conference is to raise the profile of EngD research, 
highlighting the novel and advantageous work they conduct on a day-to-day 
basis. Emphasis this year is focused on the impact of EngD work and the effect 
it  has on Rolls-Royce. Presentations will discuss the engineering and business 
needs for different research projects, how they can be solved and potential 
future engineering challenges or opportunities. 

Research is a critical aspect of Rolls-Royce strategy and has enabled the business 
to stay at the forefront of power system design and manufacture. Rolls-Royce 
has a wide research network consisting of internal work, University Technology 
Centres and affiliations with research centres both in the UK and worldwide, 
all of which contribute to meeting the future needs of customers. The EngD 
scheme has formed a fundamental part of this since its formation in 1992 
and the company now funds over 50 EngD researchers across all sectors of the 
business.

This conference, now in its 3rd year, is a celebration of the diversity and industrial 
impact of EngD research taking place across all sectors of the company. This year 
we have 9 presentations from current EngD Students and alumni ranging from 
a novel diamond rotary concept for grinding aerospace materials to the In-Situ 
Patch Repair of Thermal Barrier Coatings. We are also hosting a broad range 
of posters in the EngD poster session, Doctoral Training Centre’s/University 
Technology Centre’s showcasing their work in collaboration with Rolls-Royce 
plc. And for the first time this year, 3 professional institutions, the Institute 
of Materials. Minerals and Mining (IoM3), the Institution of Engineering and 
Technology (IET), as well as Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) will join us at the 
conference. We strongly encourage you to explore all of the research on display 
today, and to consider if it may be of benefit to your business or research area.

Finally, thank you for your attendance and support of EngD and high-level 
research at Rolls-Royce. We hope you enjoy the day.
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The Engineering Doctorate
The Engineering Doctorate (EngD) is a four-year postgraduate degree first 
launched in 1992 as an industrial equivalent to the academic PhD. The EngD 
programme is aimed at those who want a career in industry and provides both 
the technical and managerial skills required in a modern engineering role.

The four-year programme combines PhD-level research with a taught element, 
and allows direct industrial contact as the student is expected to spend 
around 75% of their time based at Rolls-Royce. Projects are as diverse as they 
are challenging, and on completion, the student is expected to have made a 
significant contribution to the technology capability of their research field.
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Keynote Speakers
Frank Kirkland 
Chair of Rolls-Royce Fellows 
Chief Designer for Civil Aerospace 
Mr Kirkland has been Chair of the Rolls-Royce 
Engineering Fellowship since 2015. He joined 
Rolls-Royce in 1981 and has focussed on the 
fields of design and mechanical integrity. He has 
worked across the range of RR aerospace engines 
from the Dart to the latest Trent engines. He 
was for a time Chief Design Engineer of the 
Trent 500 & 700 engines for the Airbus A330 and 
A340 Aircraft. He has been Engineering Lead for 
Rotating Gas Turbine Parts. He is currently Chief 
Designer-Civil Aerospace and Senior Fellow in 
Mechanical Integrity. He is a former Chairman 
of the IMechE Aerospace Division.
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Professor Sam Turner 
CTO of the AMRC with Boeing -  
The University of Sheffield
Professor Turner is the Chief Technical Officer 
of the AMRC with Boeing, responsible for 
technology strategy, capability development 
and providing general support to the AMRC 
departments and relationship management 
with key stakeholders. As the CTO of the AMRC 
with Boeing Prof Turner represents the AMRC 
in the UK High Value Manufacturing Catapult 
Centre, working with the CTOs of the other 
Catapult centres on collaborative programmes 
of national interest and liaising with government departments. Prof Turner 
was a founding member of the AMRC team, joining in 1999 and as the original 
member of the AMRC machining group. He has delivered high impact projects 
both in manufacturing research and its application in industrial scenarios. Prof 
Turner is the co-director of the EPSRC funded IDC in Machining science and has 
secured EPSRC funding and H2020 funding as a Co-I for machining modeling and 
monitoring.

Mark Jefferies 
Chief of University Research Liaison, 
Rolls-Royce plc
Mark  Jefferies  is responsible for the 
effectiveness and strategic development of 
key academic research partnerships for Rolls-
Royce.  This includes the Company’s worldwide 
network of 31 University Technology Centres, 
engaging hundreds of academics and 
researchers, and over 450 Doctorate students 
at any one time. These partnerships with 
leading universities enable a critical mass 
of truly collaborative research, developing 
the fundamental technology, skills, and tools 
essential to Rolls-Royce’s business whilst 
maintaining scientific excellence.
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Agenda

Arrival and Coffee ...................................................................................................................................09:20-09:50

‘Welcome & Introductions’ 
The Rolls-Royce Engineering Doctorate Network– Jack Palmer  ........................................ 09:50-10:00

Keynote Talk 
Frank Kirkland – Rolls-Royce plc 
Chair of Rolls-Royce Fellows, Chief Designer for Civil Aerospace    ................................... 10:00-10:30

‘Quantification of Phased Array Ultrasonic NDE Sensitivity 
for Curved Components’ 
Roy Brown – University of Strathclyde  ......................................................................................... 10:30-10:50

‘Microstructural Control During Electron Beam Welding of Zircaloy 4’ 
Stan Readyhoof – University of Nottingham  ............................................................................ 10:50-11:10

Coffee – (incl. Student Poster and DTC Exhibition) 
Refreshments will be served in the street   ................................................................................. 11:10-11:30

‘A Novel Diamond Rotary Concept for Grinding Aerospace Materials’ 
Allessio Spampinato - University of Nottingham  ................................................................... 11:30-11:50

‘The Tribological Performance of Gas Turbine Lubricants’ 
Jake Airey – University of Birmingham  ........................................................................................ 11:50-12:10

‘Developing Machinability Methods for Advanced Powder 
Metallurgy Nickel Superalloys’ 
Kyle Marshall – University of Sheffield .......................................................................................... 12:10-12:30

Lunch – (incl. Student Poster and DTC Exhibition) 
Lunch will be provided in the street ............................................................................................... 12:30-13:20
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Agenda

Photograph 
All Rolls-Royce EngD students (past and present)  ................................................................... 13:20-13:30

Keynote Talk
Sam Turner - AMRC
CTO of the AMRC with Boeing - The University of Sheffield .................................................13:30-13:55

‘Calibration and Control  of Advanced Ultrasonic Inspection Technology’
David Duxbury – Imperial College London ..................................................................................13:55-14:15

‘Training for the Future in Composites Manufacturing’
Alex Cochrane - University of Bristol ...............................................................................................14:15-14:35

Coffee – (incl. Student Poster and DTC Exhibition) 
Refreshments will be served in the street ....................................................................................14:35-15:10

‘Development of a Rapid Prototyping Process for the Investment 
Casting of Turbine Blades’
Elliot Douse – University of Birmingham ......................................................................................15:10-15:30

‘In-Situ Patch Repair of Thermal Barrier Coatings’
Francesco Fanicchia – University of Nottingham ......................................................................15:30-15:50

Closing Remarks
Mark Jefferies Rolls-Royce plc
Chief of University Research Liaison ............................................................................................... 15:50-16:00
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Poster List

Heritage Museum LDC

Session 1:   11:10-11:30 
Session 2:   12:30-13:30 
Session 3:   14:35-15:10

#1  Amritpal Agar 
 University of Nottingham 

#2   Vincent Gill 
University of Bristol

#3  Petar Zivkovic 
 University of Bristol

#4  Joe Howard 
 University of Surrey

#5  Pete Calvert 
 University of Bristol

#6  Ed Williamson 
 University of Surrey

#7  Julio Isla 
 Imperial College London

#8  Christopher Daniel 
 University of Manchester 

#9  Naomi Shipway 
 Imperial College London 
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Doctoral Training Centre Exhibition List

‘The Street’, Learning & Career Development Centre

Session 1: 11:10 to 11:30 
Session 2: 12:30 to 13:30 
Session 3: 14:35 to 15:10

#1  EPSRC Centre for Doctoral training in Quantitative NDE
  University of Bristol, Imperial College London, University of Manchester, 

University of Nottingham, University of Strathclyde, University of Warwick
  This is a multi-university, multi-industry sector CDT aimed at research 

and training in sensor and imaging development for non-destructive 
evaluation (NDE) of plant and structures. NDE is a key technology area 
underpinning the safe and sustainable future of a broad cross-section 
of UK industry including aerospace, high value manufacturing, power 
generation, oil & gas and defence. 

 

#2   Industrial Doctorate Centre in Composites Manufacture 
University of Bristol, University of Nottingham, University of Manchester, 
Cranfield University

  The IDC in Composites Manufacture is a collaboration between four of the 
UK's leading composites university centres, namely Bristol, Nottingham, 
Manchester and Cranfield. It registered a Rolls-Royce employee as its first 
Research Engineer in 2013; by now the company supports six of our EngD 
projects. The subject focus of the centre is in the meeting of the current 
and future manufacturing challenges of polymer matrix composites 
engineering structures. The location focus is the National Composites 
Centre in Bristol, where all the taught element modules are delivered.
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#3  IoM3
  The Institute of Materials, Minerals and 

Mining (IOM3) is a major UK engineering 
institution whose activities encompass the 
whole materials cycle, from exploration 
and extraction, through characterisation, 

processing, forming, finishing and application, to product recycling and 
land reuse. It exists to promote and develop all aspects of materials science 
and engineering, geology, mining and associated technologies, mineral 
and petroleum engineering and extraction metallurgy, as a leading 
authority in the worldwide materials and mining community

#4   IET
  The IET is one of the world’s largest engineering 

institutions with Over 167,000 members in 150 
countries. It is also the most multidisciplinary 
– to reflect the increasingly diverse nature of 

engineering in the 21st century.

  The IET is working to engineer a better world by inspiring, informing and 
influencing our members, engineers and technicians, and all those who 
are touched by, or touch, the work of engineers.

#5  RAeS
  The Royal Aeronautical Society is the world's 

only professional body dedicated to the entire 
aerospace community, it exists to further the 
advancement of aeronautical art, science 

and engineering around the world. Established in 1866 to further the 
art, science and engineering of aeronautics, the Society has been at the 
forefront of developments in aerospace ever since, seeking to promote 
the highest professional standards in all aerospace disciplines, provide 
specialist information & act as a central forum for the exchange of ideas, 
and play a leading role in influencing opinion on aerospace matters.
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Presentation Abstracts
10:30 Roy Brown 
“Quantification of Phased Array Ultrasonic NDE Sensitivity for Curved 
Components”
Phased array ultrasound is a type of Non-Destructive Evaluation, used to 
ensure critical components are free of defects. One advantage of this technique 
is the ability to inspect parts with curved geometry to a higher standard than 
more established methods. This project seeks to quantify the improvement we 
can expect, and then apply the technique to challenging geometries of interest 
to Rolls-Royce. Potential impact from this research could involve reduced cost at 
manufacturing stages, and longer life of in-service components.

10:50 Stan Readyhoof 
“Microstructural Control During Electron Beam Welding of Zircaloy 4”
Pre-heating of components to control cooling rates is common practice 
in Electron Beam welding. The influence of cooling rates upon resulting 
microstructure formation in welding of Zircaloy is marked. Conventional 
pre-heating in a furnace or use of a defocussed electron beam introduces 
additional steps in the manufacturing process and requires the temperature of 
the component to be monitored and maintained throughout.

In this study dynamic lens beam deflection technology is shown to be capable 
of controlling the resultant cooling rates within the weld and hence observed 
microstructure. The application of a localised and defocused beam on the weld 
joint is shown to eliminate the need for pre-heating of components and hence 
simplifies processing procedures.

11:30 Alessio Spampinato 
“A Novel Diamond Rotary Concept for Grinding Aerospace Materials”
Diamond dressing tools are used to profile, clean and sharpen grinding 
wheels, playing a fundamental role in machining aerospace components. 
Current dressing technology presents several limitations in terms of abrasive 
arrangement, leading to non-optimal process results and limiting the tool life. 
An innovative rotary dresser with controllable abrasive features was developed, 
evaluating its performance against conventional dressers. The proposed tool 
showed significant (50%) reduction of radial forces when compared with 
conventional dressers. This novel concept opens the possibility to vary density 
of abrasives to obtain uniform wear rates for complex geometry tools, while 
allowing easy restoration of their abrasive properties.
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11:50 Jake Airey 
“The Tribological Performance of Gas Turbine Lubricants”
Tribology is defined as the science and technology of interacting surfaces in 
relative motion and generally concerns contact mechanics, wear, friction and 
lubrication. My project aims to evaluate the performance of a range of both novel 
and current commercial lubricant candidates for their potential compatibility 
with Rolls-Royce’s future concept gas turbine engine; the UltraFanTM. This engine 
differs in that features a power gearbox which presents a new challenge for the 
oil. Understanding how variation in the chemical formulation of the lubricant 
impacts its performance is key to the development of an oil for the UltraFanTM.

12:10 Kyle Marshall 
“Developing Machinability Methods for Advanced Powder Metallurgy Nickel 
Superalloys”
Powder metallurgy derived nickel based superalloys are increasingly being 
used to extend the temperature limitations in the modern gas turbine engine. 
The mechanical resistance to deformation of these alloys, particularly at high 
temperature means that machining nickel based components is both difficult 
and costly. The aim of my project is to develop methodologies to assess the 
implications and deformation mechanisms involved during the turning of a 
modern production, particularly as a function of variations derived during the 
materials production route. My project will combine industrial scale machining 
trials with microstructural analysis to develop further understanding of how 
the machining process changes with varying grains sizes and precipitate 
morphologies. Meeting this aim will provide a methodology for assessing 
machinability on a small scale, which will further aid the development of new 
alloy compositions   as well as explore new approaches for assessing material 
response prior to full scale production.
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13:50 David Duxbury 
“Calibration and Control of Advanced Ultrasonic Inspection Technology”
Ultrasonic inspection is a cornerstone of Non-Destructive Evaluation and is 
used widely within the nuclear industry to demonstrate components are free 
from significant defects. Within the field of ultrasonic inspection, the rise of 
Full Matrix Capture (FMC) based ultrasonic phased array technology over the 
last decade has led to increasing industrial interest in the technology. Current 
phased array techniques apply time phasing, or delay laws, at the point of 
acquisition to produce a desired wave direction or type. FMC techniques allow 
different delay laws to be applied in post processing enabling a multitude of 
imaging methods to be applied to the data. This approach offers clear benefits 
in flexibility but also creates challenges for system calibration and verification. 
This paper will discuss the development of techniques for the calibration and 
control of high integrity inspection systems based on FMC data acquisition and 
provides an overview of life in Rolls-Royce for a graduate EngD working in an 
role focused on R&T.

14:15 Alex Cochrane 
“Training for the Future in Composites Manufacturing”
The UK composites industry is growing at an exponential rate, and Rolls-Royce plc 
is a major stakeholder in advanced composites for aerospace. The need for highly 
skilled and technically-minded individuals in this area is at a critical level and set to 
increase. The Industrial Doctorate Centre in Composites Manufacture will provide 
future technical leaders and researchers, and will contribute invaluably to the 
nation’s composites workforce. This presentation will give a general overview as 
to the way that this IDC aims to address the skills gap, and will outline the different 
research areas currently in place for Rolls-Royce projects. Collaboration between 
IDCs and their collective future will also be discussed.
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15:10 Elliot Douse 
“Development of a Rapid Prototyping Process for the Investment Casting of 
Turbine Blades”
The investment casting of turbine blades requires repeated coatings of silica slurry 
and stuccoing with coarse refractory minerals. This creates a large lead time due 
to extended drying periods between coatings. The use of porous, water absorbing 
ceramics has been trialled to replace conventional stucco to reduce drying times. 
An assortment of porous, water absorbing particles was introduced into the 
ceramic mould with 3-point bend analysis being conducted pre and post firing. It 
was discovered that upon firing, a high degree of stucco shrinkage was exhibited 
which caused large voids to form inside the shell. Despite this, the shells containing 
porous stucco showed an increased flexural strength. 

15:30 Francesco Fanicchia
“In-Situ Patch Repair of Thermal Barrier Coatings”
Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBC) are applied to a number of components in gas 
turbines in order to protect the base material from thermal exposure and prolong 
their useful service life. Whilst in service, the coatings can be damaged or fail, often 
leading to them either burning or flaking off away from the bond coat. The scope 
of the project is to develop an in-situ repair technique that is capable of removing 
delaminated ceramic top coat, and applying a patch to the affected area. In this 
view, an analytical thermal-geometrical deposition model, in-depth material 
characterisation and a DOE approach for deposition parameters optimisation are 
currently being developed.
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The Rolls-Royce EngD Network
Due to the highly specialised nature of doctoral-level studies, it is often the case 
that EngDs are spread throughout the business. The Rolls-Royce EngD Network 
was founded in 2012 as a platform to better facilitate the communication and 
collaboration between EngD researchers sponsored by Rolls-Royce. 

Since its inception, the Rolls-Royce EngD Network has gained membership of 
over 150 EngD researchers  from all sectors of Rolls-Royce and continues to grow. 
This year we’ve been bringing EngDs together to explore common interests and 
to share experiences.

 •  In October 2015 a representative for the EngD scheme attended a 
Rolls-Royce PhD conference in South Korea, where he spoke about 
his experiences as an EngD  researcher working with academia and 
industry. 

 •  On the 21st of April this year, EngD students went on a Tour of National 
Composites Centre (NCC) in Bristol, followed by a tour of the Composites 
University Technology Centre (group of EngDs shown bottom-left).

 •  On the 22nd of June, several EngDs, along with Ric Parker (former 
Director of R&T), shared their experiences at a presentation session 
with professors who are leading a similar industrial doctorate 
programme in Singapore.

 •  The second tour of the year was to the Manufacturing Technology 
Centre (MTC) in Coventry on the 11th of August this year (EngD Jack 
Palmer at the MTC shown bottom-right). 

Visit to the NCC Experiencing the virtual reality cave 
at the MTC
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Thank you…
Thank you for attending The Rolls-Royce Engineering Doctorate Conference 
2016 and we hope you have enjoyed the day. If you have any feedback on the 
conference or on the EngD Network in general,  please fill in our feedback form. 

The Rolls-Royce EngD Network sends out a quarterly newsletter to all EngDs. 
Please contact us if you’re not yet on the mailing list, and especially if you’d like 
to get involved in activities with the Network!

For further details on the Rolls-Royce EngD Network or if you have any questions, 
please don’t hesitate to contact a member of the network team.

The Rolls-Royce EngD Network Contact Details:
Rolls-Royce EngD Conference 
Jack Palmer  jack.palmer@amrc.co.uk 

Newsletter enquiries 
Roy Brown  roy.brown@rolls-royce.com 

Tour enquiries 
Fiona Schulz  FXS356@bhamacuk 

General enquiries 
Richard Phillips  richard.phillips@rolls-royce.com 
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Notes
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